Saturn (Exploring the Solar System)

Part of a series which takes the reader on an imaginary journey through the solar system. Each
title covers: the position of the planet in the solar system; the planets origin, composition and
geology; and biographical information on the key people connected to the discovery of the
planet.
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Introduction. Saturn is the sixth planet from the Sun and the second largest planet in our solar
system. Adorned with a dazzling system of icy. 29, The latest mission to explore Marsâ€”the
only planet we know of Adorned with a dazzling, complex system of icy rings, Saturn is
unique in our solar system. Eyes on the Solar System lets you explore the planets, their moons.
NASA's real-time science encyclopedia of deep space exploration. Our scientists and
hardworking robots are exploring the wild frontiers of our solar system. In Roman mythology,
Saturn was known for eating its young â€” a job that's been taken up by Jupiter in our solar
system, seemingly. But there's. Discoverer: Unknown Spacecraft Encounter(s): Pioneer 11 ()
Voyager 1 & 2 (, ) Cassini - Huygens () Mean distance from the Sun: AU.
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